’Slingpod ’ Innovative design!
©

The Dion ‘Slingpod’ was the idea of Amateur photographer Brian Dion whose determination
to capture the unique picture gave him the idea.
Primarily designed for use with Digital SLR’s The ‘Slingpod’ gives you the freedom to take
low level shots with ease, giving your Photographs a completely different perspective, and if
you choose not to use your swivel live viewer it can also bring back the element of surprise to
your pictures that you had with your old 35mm film cameras!
Its unique design enables you the freedom to capture pictures at low level without having to
set up complicated tripods but also gives you the ability at a moment’s notice to capture eye
level shots in the usual manner.
Examples of use are –
 Cycling & Motorsport, the ability to hang the camera over barriers to take low level
shots Quickly & easily
 Low level street view photos.
 Photos of Pets at their own level.
 Low level wildlife photos.
Although not specifically designed for people with disabilities, the ‘Slingpod’ is also suitable
for those photographers who find it difficult to crouch down or who are restricted to a
wheelchair enabling them to easily get that one in a million shot!
The ‘Slingpod’ is manufactured from the highest quality materials using Stainless Steel for
the base section and Aluminium for the handle which is then anodised black to ensure long
life and durability. The camera is secured using the standard ¼” screw tripod mount.
In addition you will require a wireless or cable remote release to suit your specific model of
camera (not supplied)

By twisting and tilting the handle of the ‘Sling-pod’ you can easily adjust the angle of the
camera.

To get this shot you would normally be laying on the ground, but the ‘Sling-pod’ made
this so much easier!

Here you can see the Slingpod's capability to safely hang the camera over the side of the
canal close to the water.

At the station or in town Slingpod make shooting low level photographs a piece of cake !

Dont be late !

This picture shows how easy it is to manoeuvre and capture a picture using just one hand
whilst feeding the Swan with the other.

With little effort you can use the camera normally at eye level without the need to detach it
from the Sling-pod.

All photographs were taken using a Canon DSLR with a 2.8, 17 - 55 mm zoom lens with
cable remote release.

‘Sling-pod’ is manufactured and hand assembled in the UK in low quantities
& supplied in a draw string bag for storage.
Price £ 79.99 +VAT & Postage
All enquiries to sales@bicknellmotorsport.co.uk
© ‘Sling-pod’ is subject to Patent Number GB2507054

